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ENHANCING LEGITIMACY: IMPLICATIONS FOR DEVELOPING SUPPORT SERVICES (THE CASE STUDY OF MOROCCAN FOOD RETAILER AND SMALL PRODUCERS OF FRESH PRODUCT) Authors: Rhita SABRI & Karim MESSEGHEM Affilation: MRM-ERFI Laboratory – University Montpellier 1, France. SUMMARY The development of supermarket chains in Morocco is heading more or less the same way as what has been observed in countries like the United States and France, with the emergence of key players such as Wal-Mart and Carrefour. The “Marjane Holding” group has reached dominant position today, with more than twenty hypermarkets, and it increasingly acts as a shaping force in the mass distribution industry. Our research aims to show that supporting producers can indeed help foster distributors’ legitimacy. For our empirical research, we opted for a case study approach. The data collection involves both parties: the Moroccan retailer that support small producers and the suppliers who are small producers of fruits and vegetables or red meat. The data has been collected through interviews with people directly involved in the trade channel (members of the retailer’s trade team, and small suppliers) as well as through consulting of internal documents of the retailer organization. KEY WORDS Supporting services, Legitimacy, Learning, Distributor, Small producers.



INTRODUCTION The development of supermarket chains in Morocco is heading more or less the same way as what has been observed in countries like the United States and France, with the emergence of key players such as Wal-Mart and Carrefour. The “Marjane Holding” group has reached dominant position today, with more than twenty hypermarkets, and it increasingly acts as a shaping force in the mass distribution industry. It has developed unique relationships with small producers by adopting support services of its own. It aims at making its supply chain ever more reliable in terms of quantity and quality. Yet, its quest for efficiency does not seem to be the only motive for developing partnership relations. It is also trying to enhance its legitimacy, which could also account for the support it offers to small producers. 1



Our research aims to show that supporting producers can indeed help foster distributors’ legitimacy. This research builds upon the literature on legitimacy and on the work dealing with support services. This trend has given rise to an extensive literature in the field of educational sciences and entrepreneurship. In the analysis of relationships within the distribution channel, research on support management is found conspicuously lacking. This area of research introduces a new concept in the field of the distribution channel: support services. We define support services as a process leading to the co-production of knowledge and know-how. This learning process, which connects supporting and supported entities, is meant to result in the supported suppliers’ gradual empowerment. Such support retains the characteristics of customized support, which involves interactive relationships that lead the supported entity to go through a learning process. An open and frank exchange of ideas can only be supported by an atmosphere of trust, which stimulates the transfer of knowledge and know-how and the development of shared objectives on the part of all stakeholders (Sabri, 2012).



A QUEST FOR LEGITIMACY Neo-institutional theory has made a major contribution to our understanding of the notion of legitimacy. There are three distinct generations within that literature of no-institutional theory. The early works concentrate on those pressures on organizations that promote isomorphism. The second generation breaks with determinism and adopts a voluntarist position where agents make strategic choices (Slimane & Leca, 2010), and gave rise to the notion of the institutional entrepreneur. In the early years of the twenty first century, a new current emerged, which attempted to reconcile determinism and voluntarism and made it possible to take into account all the stakeholders. The stress is put on institutional work which is defined as “the deliberate action of the actors or the organizations to create, maintain or destabilize institutions” (Lawrence and Suddaby, 2006). In the study of distribution channels, Grewal & Dharwkdar (2002) were the first to employ neo-institutional theory to describe the relationships within distribution channels. Messeghem (2005) suggests treating the sector of large-scale food retailing as an organizational field in the sense proposed by Dimaggio & Powell (1983), that is as a recognized area of institutional life including “key suppliers, resource and product consumers, regulatory agencies, and other organizations that produce similar services or products”. Emphasis is placed on the quest for 2



legitimacy. A distributor, like any organization, needs “to justify himself as being in the service of the group and to assume his responsibilities as an actor having an influence on the company” (Capelli & Sabadie, 2005). According to Suchman (1995), “Legitimacy is a generalized perception or assumption that the actions of an entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate within some socially constructed system of norms, values, beliefs and definitions”. Zimmerman & Zeitz (2002) believe it is a social judgment which only exists in the minds of those who make the judgment. In relation to the sources of legitimacy, Scott (1995) defines three types of legitimacy: regulatory, normative and cognitive. Regulatory legitimacy stems from the legal environment and the explicit regulating processes, such as the activities of setting rules, controls and penalties (Scott, 1995). Organizations are subject to coercive pressures arising from structures that ensure stability and order in an environment constructed through regulations and rules of control. Normative legitimacy arises from positive judgments which other organizations make about an organization. These favorable opinions constitute a vote of confidence in the organization (Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002). To acquire normative legitimacy the organization reports any practice that conforms to the standards and the values of its environment. Cognitive legitimacy is acquired when the organization answers the tacit cultural specificities shared within its environment. According to Ruef & Scott (1998), the cognitive aspect of institutions produces “rules that specify what types of actors can exist, what structural features they exhibit, what procedures they can follow, and what meanings are associated with these actions”. In his categorization of the sources of legitimacy Schuman (1995) agrees with Scott (1995) in his analysis. He identifies cognitive legitimacy, which is very similar to the concept described by Scott (1995). Moral legitimacy makes reference to the normative evaluations of the organization and its activities. Schuman (1995) goes beyond Scott (1995) to describe an aspect that the latter had not dealt with. This is a question of pragmatic legitimacy, which makes reference to pursuit of personal interest (Suchman, 1995). Providing new definitions of legitimacy is itself a process of legitimization which involves the re-categorization of the actions of an organization so that what was previously illegitimate becomes justifiable (Buisson, 2005). Legitimacy can also be seen from a different perspective marked by a strategic turn which connects to dependence resources theory. This theory stipulates that an organization that is efficient in its choice of internal and external strategies will be less dependent on stakeholders for its future success. From this perspective, Suchman (1995) describes legitimacy as “an operational resource that organizations extract from their 3



cultural environments and use in pursuit of their objectives”. Legitimacy is described as a resource that attracts other resources that are necessary for the development of the organization (Aldrich & Fiol, 1994; Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002). A distributor can manage its legitimacy either symbolically or directly (Buisson, 2005). The basic suggestion of the present study is that the support services that retailers provide for small producers are part of a bid for legitimacy. For the empirical research, the present study uses a case study approach. This methodology has been successful applied in the study of retailing channels.



METHODOLOGY The choice of a case study allowed us to take advantage of advantages that offers the qualitative analysis. According to Miles & Huberman (2003), this makes it possible to base the study on a particular situation, where the data are collected. The influence of local context is not ignored. The case study concerned both parts of the dyadic relationship between a Moroccan distributor, “Marjane Holding”, and its small suppliers who are producers of fruit and vegetables and red meat. A field study of six months within the company made it possible to observe the practices of this distributor. The researchers took advantage of this opportunity to talk with the people in charge who have a direct link with the suppliers of fresh products, as well as to consult internal documents. Later the small producers were contacted to discuss the themes of interest in the study. Table 1: Presentation of the case study “Marjane Holding” is a Moroccan subsidiary of the Group “ONA” (abbreviation of Omnium Nord-Africain) that distributes for the mass market. . Established in 1990, the brand “Marjane” was the first to open the Moroccan market. This distributor occupies a leading position, ahead of competitors “Aswak Assalam” and “Label’Vie”. It has 23 stores spread across the whole country. Since 2004, “Marjane Holding” has developed supply channels with small Moroccan producers. The Group “ONA” is the first Moroccan private industrial and financial group. The Moroccan Royal Family is a shareholder in this consortium through “Ergis-Siger”. On 31 December, 2010, the group merged with its parent company, “Société Nationale d’Investissement”. 4



All in all, 32 interviews were conducted, 5 exploratory, 19 conducted with small producers and 8 with people in the distributor who take care of supplies in fresh products (Table 2). These interviews were sufficient to produce theoretical saturation (Glaser &Strauss; 1967). Table 2: description of interviews



Actors



Number of interviews Description - Purchasers of fresh product “Metro”



Exploratory interviews



(2 interviews)



Competitors of « Marjane



5



Holding »



- Purchasers of fresh product ((2 interviews)“Label’Vie” - Purchaser of fresh products “Aswak Assalam” - Purchasers of fresh product (2 interviews) - Responsable supply channels (fresh products)



Responsables



Deep interviews



of « Marjane



8



Holding »



- Chief purchaser of fresh products - Monitor butchery - Regional manager - Ex-responsible supply channels (fresh product) - Purchase manager - Suppliers of red meat (11 interviews)



Small producers 19



- Suppliers of fruits and vegetables (8 interviews )



Total



32



A thematic analysis was conducted, which consists of identifying the “core meanings” of the interviews, in spotting “the cores of sense” composing the conversations and the presence of which has meaning for the chosen objective of the analysis (Bardin, 2001). Data processing was performed with the qualitative analysis software, Nvivo. The software does not conduct 5



the analysis. Rather, it is a tool facilitating the work of the researcher. It is used to analyze a corpus of views drawn from several sources (interviews, documentary research). The analysis proceeded by a process of decontextualisation-recontextualisation, which consists of taking items of data from the corpus away from their context to make them semantically independent. Then, “word groups” were labeled in the software as “nodes”. This is a wider category. The analysis of the contents was based on a process of categorization derived from the themes which appeared in the process of analysis.



SUPPORTING AS A FACTOR IN LEARNING According to Argyris & Schön (1978) an organization learns when it acquires information in all its forms, by whatever means (knowledge, understanding, technical and practical knowhow). Learning, in the study case, is brought about by the transfer of knowledge through sharing and exchanging information, as well as by dialogue and communication (Ingham, 2003; Nicolas, 2008). The distributor encourages small producers to group together in cooperatives or associations, by explaining to them the advantages of this initiative which makes economies of scale available at certain stages of production. In the production of red meat, these savings arise at the level of cattle breeding, sanitary expenses, and expenses connected with the hygiene of the herds. In the production of fruit and vegetables, economies of scale arise in sorting and selection of agricultural products. The advantage of grouping together involves much more than these advantages. Subsequently, it helps suppliers fill the orders of the distributor, while demand is rising because of the considerable expansion that the brand has witnessed with the opening of new stores. The distributor explains to its suppliers the procedures which must be followed. These procedures create links in the organization of the supplies and the distributor, and may include certain procedures required by the State related to the taxation of products. Products must meet the standards required for mass markets and municipal slaughterhouses pay local taxes. “There is a big difference between the structured groups which can export and the small producers in this regard. The organization can provide know-how, while small producers need to be led through the processes, explaining the procedures to producers who follow. Other partners work with the EU and know how to settle the administrative procedures. They become more organized” (Purchaser of fruit and vegetables). 6



Technically, the producers must meet the requirements of quality and follow the instructions of the distributor. The distributor requires certain standards that are defined beforehand and agrees a negotiated deadline with any new supplier. The small producers interviewed discussed these quality requirements, and described them as supportive, because they exhort them to improve their products and they do not see them as constraints, so long as they are attainable. They require preparation beforehand, but as long as the distributor sets a suitable deadline, the measures are seen as support. “I do not see inconveniences. On the contrary, I would like the requirements to be even more severe so that it urges us to improve more the quality of our herd. In return, our products must be valued on the shelves. Overall, the requirements are affordable” (Supplier of red meat).



The distributor makes a commitment to provide the information about the characteristics of products to its suppliers of fresh products, so that these suppliers improve the quality of their products, and adapt them according to the requirements of the final customer. The distributor provides technical information through workshops with master butchers, agents who take care of the management of shelf space, and the heads of departments. It also provides results from market research conducted in the stores.



“We make a commitment provide information for the suppliers, to rectify failures which we can detect at the level of quality of the marketed meat so that the supplier adjusts and corrects what is missing. And that this is at the level of breeding, age or weight of the animal” (Monitor butchery).



The contribution of support services is not limited to the advantages linked to organizational and technical aspects. They also contribute at the economic and commercial level. Small producers focus on the profit earned from the distributor, because their margins increase in relation to the market price, as well as the value added to their products by being on the shelves of the distributor. The history of “Marjane Holding” and its membership of the “Group ONA “ supports these reflections, which interpret the support services provided by the Moroccan mass-market distributor for small producers of fresh products as a search for



7



legitimacy. “Group ONA” often trumpets its commitment to the economic development of the country. It declares itself a public-spirited and socially committed group.



SUPPORTING SERVICES AS QUEST OF LEGITIMACY This empirical study highlights three dimensions of legitimacy: moral, cognitive and pragmatic. - Moral legitimacy From the distributor’s point of view, support for small producers contributes to the acquisition of moral legitimacy. The distributor follows the policy of its group and shows clearly that it has a mission to generate progress for local suppliers and promote strong relationships with its institutional environment. “We bring our support to participate in the promotion of state-owned companies, strengthen the modernization and the efficiency of supply channels of the kingdom and promote the creation of employment” (Regional manager).



In this context, the distributor works in close collaboration with governmental institutions (Ministry of Agriculture, farmers’ associations) and civil associations which take care of the development of the conditions of breeders and Moroccan farmers, on both the technical and the business level. These bodies help the distributor in its contact with small producers, by organizing information sessions on the advantage of marketing their products through the new channels provided by modern distribution and more specially “Marjane Holding”. The distributor is also contacted by foreign bodies which cooperate with the Moroccan Government in the finance of development projects, such as USAID, which played the role of intermediary between the distributor and an association which is among its main suppliers. Furthermore, the activity of the distributor in association with its institutional environment does is not limited to the producers of fresh products. Organizations contact the distributor within the framework of several economic and integrated projects about the marketing of crafts and the value of local products. Overall, the strategy of the distributor can be considered 8



a response to normative constraints in the sense of Dimaggio de Powell (1983). These constraints amount to implicit standards which determine what behavior is suitable. - Cognitive legitimacy The cognitive dimension of legitimacy is shown through the expressions of managers, who attach importance to following the model adopted by the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer “Marjane Holding”. According to Suchman (1995), as long as the perceptions of what is considered just, acceptable or justifiable guide the actions of individuals, the dialogue between the members of organizations entail the distribution of these valuable systems.



“The development of supply channels and the insistence on supporting small producers conform to the will of the CEO of Marjane Holding” (Purchaser of red meat).



-Pragmatic legitimacy From the point of view of small producers, the distributor is in search of pragmatic legitimacy. The distributor is committed to making changes in response to changes in the environment. The growth of big international groups in the market, such as Carrefour and BIM, and the supply problems which mass-market distribution has witnessed, especially due to the lack of organization among small producers, encourage the distributor to anticipate the complexity of its sources of supply. “With the arrival of new competitors in the market and the supply problems which massmarket distribution have already witnessed, Marjane tries to reassure its supplies by developing relationships with small producers” (Supplier of red meat).



Legitimacy at this level seems to be an essential resource which will attract other critical resources to ensure the activity of the distributor (Aldrich & Fiol 1994; Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002). The process of legitimization of the distributor “Marjane Holding” acquires a pragmatic dimension in the sense of Suchman (1995) because the distributor seeks its own advantage by reassuring its suppliers of fresh products. Finally, it can be deduced that the management of the legitimacy of the distributor is secured by certain effective practices. The 9



analysis of the exchanges between the distributor and its suppliers in fresh produce highlights the economic advantage for the small producers. This advantage is easily recognized, since the distributor invests a lot of effort in advertising this approach of support services. In addition, the study shows that small producers take advantage of measures of organizational and technical support, so that they can improve their productivity and their organization.



CONCLUSION The results of this study vindicate the basic suggestion stating that the retailer’s support services in favor of small fresh produce producers is motivated by its bid for legitimacy. The distributor resorts to actual and symbolic actions. Striving at implementing more efficient support practices is expected to result in the distributor’s increased legitimacy with stakeholders, thus ensuring control over the resources necessary for the proper conduct of its business while protecting it from its environment inherent hazards. In addition, the study shows that an organization’s practices can be interpreted differently depending on the actor’s position. According to the distributor, the support offered to small producers is explained as a proactive measure, aimed primarily at improving its corporate image, while being consistent with its mission – defined as contributing to the country’s socio-economic development. On the other hand, small producers illustrate in our study the binding nature of the environment from which the distributor operates, prompting them to adapt to it by undertaking this support process. Our contribution pertains to the scope of research related to the institutional work that investigates agents’ activities (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006).. We take into account the actions undertaken by actors to act upon their environment (Ben Slimane & Leca, 2010; Lawrence, Suddaby & Leca 2011), and we integrate the various stakeholders involved in the institutionalization process: the distributor, small producers and competitors. For the distributor, support services not only boost its effectiveness – by increasing the reliability of its supplies – but it also strengthens its legitimacy in society at large, and especially with the State and consumers.
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